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doubly stochastic matrix. The original result characterizes the equality case for two 
special zero patterns of the doubly stochastic matrix. Here we characterize the 
equality cases for doubly stochastic matrices of general zero pattern. We further 
generalize the results to slims of matrices that are diagonally equivalent to doubly 
stochastic matrices. Our claims follow from inequalities we prove on norms of 
matrices. Finally, we prove the corresponding inequalities (and equalities) for nonneg
ative matrices that are not sums of matrices diagonally equivalent to doubly stochastic 
matrices. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As a special case of a theorem on the scaling of irreducible nonnegative 
matrices, Friedland and Karlin prove the following result [6, Theorem 2.1]: 
Let M be an n X n doubly stochastic matrix, and let D be an n X n 
cbagonal matrix with positive cbagonal elements and determinant equal to 1. 
Then 

p(DM) = p(MD) ~ 1, ( 1.1) 

where p( A) denotes the spectral racbus of a square matrix A. Furthennore, 
the equality case is proven in [6] for two speCific zero patterns of M. That is, 
it is proven that if AI has no zero entries, then p(DM) = 1 if and only if D 
is equal to the identity matrix I, and if M is the matrix representing the 
simple cycle on n vertices, that is, the matrix given by 

if j = i + 1, or if i = nand j = 1 
otherwise 

(1.2) 

then p( DM) = 1 for every cbagonal matrix D with positive diagonal ele
ments and detenninant equal to 1. 

Let Y and X be positive diagonal matrices such that det(YX) = 1. Since 

p(YMX) + p(X(YAlX)X-I) = p(XYM), 

(1.1) generalizes to 

p(YMX) ~ 1, (1.3) 

[1, Theorem 4]. The conditions for equality in [6, Theorem 2.1] imply that for 
positive matrix M we have p(YMX) = 1 if and only if Y = X-I, and for the 
matrix M defined by (1.2) we have p(YMX) = 1 for all positive diagonal 
matrices Y and X such that det(YX) = 1. 
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In this paper we complete the result of [6] by characterizing the equality 
cases for doubly stochastic matrices of general zero pattern. We further 
generalize the result of [6] to sums of matrices that are diagonally equivalent 
to doubly stochastic matrices. Our results follow from inequalities we prove 
on norms of matrices. Finally, we prove the corresponding inequalities (and 
equalities) for nonnegative matrices that are not sums of matrices diagonally 
equivalent to doubly stochastic matrices. 

We now describe the paper in some more detail. Sectioll 2 contains 
notation and preliminaries. We review relations between the algebraic and 
the geometric means of sequences of positive numbers. Also, we review some 
definitions and properties of certain nonns of matrices. 

In Section 3 we discuss sums of matrices that are positively diagonally 
equivalent to doubly stochastic matrices. We introduce a lower bound for 
submultiplicative nonns of such matrices, and we characterize those cases in 
which the lower bound is attained. Our results are used to obtain a lower 
bound for the spectral radius of such sums and to characterize the equality 
case for the spectral radius. 

In Section 4 we introduce a lower bound for sub multiplicative norms of 
sums of nonnegative matrices in tenns of norms of certain generalized doubly 
stochastic matrices. Here too we characterize those cases in which the lower 
bound is attained. We also obtain a lower bound for the spectral radius of 
such sums and characterize the corresponding equality case. 

2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 

2.1. NOTATION. Let v be a vector. We denote by G(v) the geometric 
mean of the elements of v. 

Let Vi, •.• , v'" be n-vectors with nonnegative elements. We have 

where 

G(v l + ... +vrll) ;;:. G(v l ) + ... +G(v"') , 

{

VI + ... +v'" has a zero component 

<=> or 

Vi, ••• , V 111 are proportional; 

see (2.7.1) in [8, p. 21]. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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2.4. NOTATION . Let v be a vector (v)~~ ), and let r be a positive 

integer. We let Mr(v) = «l/n)I:?_) vn)/r. Also, we let M.,(v) = 
maxiE{I .. ... tlj(v). 

Let v be a vector with nonnegative elements. Recall that v satisfies the 
algebraic-geometric mean inequality, that is, 

M)(v) ~ G(v) , (2.5) 

where 

M)(v) = G(v) - all the elements ofv are the same. (2.6) 

Also, for positive integers rand s (including s = (0) we have 

(2.7) 

see (2.9.1) in [8, p. 26]. 

2.8. DEFINITION. (j) A norm 11·11 on e"" is called an operator nonn if 
there exists a norm 11·11 on C" such for every matrix A in C"" we have 
II All = maxxEc".x;<o(IIAxIl/llxll). The matrix norm is the nonn induced by 
the eorresponding norm on C". 

(ij) The operator lp nann 1I'll p on C",. is the operator norm induced by 
the lp norm on C". 

(iii) A norm on C"" is called submultiplicative if II ABII ~ II AII·IIBII for 
every pair A, B of matrices in C"". 

The following lemma consists of well-known statements. 

2.9. LEMMA. (i) Every operator nonn on C"" is sllbmultiplicative. 
(ij) For every submultiplicative nonn 11·11 on C"" there exists an opera

tor 1I0nl1 11.11
0 

011 C"" such that for every matrix e ill C"" we have 
Ilell ~ Ilelio

. 
(iii) For every sllbmultiplicative nonn 11·11 on C",. and every matrix e in 

C",. we have Ileil ~ p(e). 

Proof. (j) See, e.g., Theorem 5.6.2 in [9, p. 293]. 
(ij) See, e.g., Theorem 5.6.26 in [9, p. 305]. 

(iii) Since for every operator norm 11.11 0 on C"" and every matrix e in 
C,.,. we have Ilello ~ p(e), the claim now follows from (ij). • 
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2.10. DEFINITION. (j) A norm 11·11 on en is said to be pennutation 
invariant if for every vector x in en and every permutation matrix P in enn 
we have II Pxll = Ilxll. 

(ii) A norm 11·11 on en" is said to be pennutation invariant if for every 
matrix B in e nn and every permutation matrix P in e nn we have II BPII = 
IIPBII = IIBII. 

Note that every operator norm 11·11 on enn that is induced by a pennuta
tion invariant norm 11·11 on en is permutation invariant, since 

IIAPII = 
II APxl1 II APxll 

max --= max 1Pxf = II All 
xEC". x .. o II xII xEC". x .. o 

and 

II PAil = 
II PAx II II Axil 

max --= max W=IIAII. 
xEC" , x .. o II xII xEC", x .. o 

2.11. DEFINITION. A norm 11·11 on en" is said to be unital if 11111 = 1. 

2.12. OBSERVATION. (j) It follows from Definition 2.8 that operator 
norms are unital. 

(ii) Since I = 12
, it follows from Definition 2.8 that for a submultipliea

tive norm II· II we always have 11111 ~ 1. 
(Hi) For a permutation invariant norm 11·11 on e"" and a doubly stoehas

tic matrix A we have II All .;;; 11111. To see this observe that by Birkhoffs 
theorem [2; 10; 11 , Theorem 1.71, the matrix A can be written as A = 

Lkn~ I ak Pk , where a l , . .. , am are positive numbers satisfYing Lkn~ I a k = 1 
and where PI"'" Pm are permutation matrices. Since 

and since for a permutation invariant norm we have II Pk II = 11111, the claim 
follows. 

(iv) Since 1 is an eigenvalue of every doubly stochastic matrix, it follows 
by Lemma 2.9.ii that for a sub multiplicative norm II· II and a doubly stochastic 
matrix A we have II All ~ 1. 

(v) For a permutation invariant submultiplicative unital norm 11 · 11 and a 
doubly stochastic matrix A we have II All = 1. In particular, this claim applies 
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to permutation invariant operator norms. This assertion follows since by 
statement (iii) above we have II Ali ~ 1 while by statement (iv) we have 
IIAII ~ 1. 

3. DIAGONAL EQUIVALENCE OF DOUBLY STOCHASTIC 
MATRICES 

3.1. DEFINITION. A nonnegative matrix is said to be generalized 
doubly stochastic if it is a scalar multiple of a doubly stochastic matrix. Note 
that a square zero matrix is generalized doubly stochastic. 

The follOwing theorem is a basic result from which we derive the 
principal inequalities of this section, viz. Theorems 3.11,3.13, and 3.15. 

3.2. THEOREM. Let 11·11 be any operator II' norlll 011 e"". Let t be a 
positive integer, let M I , ... , Aft be doubly stochastic 11 X n matrices, and let 

}'j and Xj be positive diagonal IlUltrices, u;here {3j = Vdet(YjXj), i = 
1, ... ,t. Then 

II
.E YjAfjXj11 ~ .E {3j. 
,= I ,= I 

FurtheT11UJre, the follOWing are equivalent: 
(j) We have IIE:= I Yj Mj Xjll = E:= I {3j. 

(ij) For every i, i E {l, ... , t}, u;e have YjMjXj = {3jMj. 
(iii) We have E:= I Yj Mj Xi = E:= I {3j Mj. 

(3.3) 

Proof. Let e be the column n-vector all of whose entries are equal to 1. 
In view of (2.7), (2.5), and (2.2), we have 

Ili~ YjMjXjel1 = nl/pMp(it YjMjXje) ~ nl/PM{t }'jMjXje) 

~ nI/PG(i~1 }'jMjXje) ~ nl/p 
it G(YiMiXje). (3.4) 

Let i E {l, .. " t}. By Birkhoffs theorem, the doubly stochastic matrix Mj 
can be written as Aii = Ek= I ak Pk , where a l , ... , am are positive numbers 
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satisfying I:;;'= j Cl!k = 1, and where PI"' " P'" are permutation matrices. 
Observe that for every k, 1,;;;; k ,;;;; m, we have Yj Pk Xje = 

(( X)u(j)U(j)(Y)jj)j= j, where (J is the permutation corresponding to Pk. 

Therefore, since (3j = "J det( Yj Xj ) , it follows that 

(3.5) 

By (2.2) it now follows from (3.5) that 

C(YjMjXje) = c( E YjCl!kPkXje) ;;. E C(YjCl!kPkXje) ;;. f: Cl!k {3j = {3j 
k=l k=l k=i 

(3.6) 

and hence it follows from (3.4) that 

We now have 

proving our inequality claim. 
We now prove the equality case. 
(i) => (ii). If (j) holds then, in view of (3.7), we have III::~ 1 Yj M j Xjell = 

nl!PI::= I {3j, and by (3.4) and (3.6) we must have that 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

and for every i E {I, ... , t} 

c( f: Cl!kYjPkXje) = f: C(Cl!kYjPkXje), 
k=l k=l 

(3.10) 
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where M; = E;;'~ I D:k Pk as above. By (2.6), it follows from (3.8) that all 
elements of E: ~ I Y; M; X;e are the same. By (2.3), it follows from (3.9) that 
Y)y/; Xie i = 1, ... , t, are proportional. It also follows by (2.3) from (3.10) 
that Y; Pk Xi ' k = 1, ... , m, are proportional. Thus, for every k, all the 
elements of Yj Pk Xje = « Xj)u(j)u(j)O')jj)j'~ I are the same. Since f3j = 

Vdet(YjXj), it now follows that (X)u(j)u(j)(Y)jj = f3j' j = 1, ... , n, imply

ing that Y; Pk Xj = f3j Pk , and hence Yj Mi Xi = (3).lj. 
(ii) = (iii) is trivial. 
(iii) = (i). The matrix E: ~ I f3j Mj is a generalized doubly stochastic 

matrix, with row sums and column sums all equal to E: ~ I f3j. Therefore, it is 
equal to the scalar E: ~ I f3j times a doubly stochastic matrix. It now follows 
from (iii) that liE: ~ I Yj A( Xj II = liE: ~ I f3; Mj II = E: = I f3j. • 

Let A be an TI X TI matrix. As is well known, A can be brought, using an 
identical permutation on its rows and on its columns, into an upper (or lower) 
block triangular form, with irreducible square diagonal blocks. Such form is 
said to be the Frobenius nOmuJl form of A. A diagonal block in the 
Frobenius norll)al form of A is said to be a component of A. The matrix A 
is said to be completely reducible if its Frobenius normal form is block 
diagonal. Using Theorem 3.2 we can now prove 

3.11 . THEOREM. Let M I , .. . , M t be doubly stochastic n X n matrices, 

allcllet Yj and Xj be positive diagonal matrices, where f3j = vdet(YjXj), 
i = 1, .. . , t. Then 

(3.12) 

Furthermore, the following are eqUivalent : 
(j) We have p(E:~ I YjMjX) = E:~ I f3j. 

(ii) There exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that for every 
i, i E {I, ... , t}, we Iwve YjMjXj = f3 jDMiD- I . 

(iii) There exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that E: ~ I Yj Mj Xj = 

D(E:~ I f3 j M)D - I
. 

Proof. Note that doubly stochastic matrices are completely reducible 
and that a sum of nonnegative completely reducible matrices is a completely 
reducible matrix. Therefore, the matrix f3 = E:~ I Yj Mj Xj is completely 
reducible. Let D be a direct sum of positive diagonal matrices D I

, ... , Dq , 
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whose main diagonals are the Perron vectors corresponding to the compo-
nents B I, ... , Bq of B. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
B = diag(B' .... , B<I). Then IiD-'BDII" = max'.;;.;qIKDj)-'BjD;lIx. Let 
j, 1 ~j ~ q, be such that IID-'BDII", = IKDj)-'BjDjll". As in [13], we have 
IKDj)-'BjDjll", = p(Bj), and since p(Bj) ~ p(B) ~ IiD-'BDIi", it now fol
lows that p( B) = II D - I BDII". By Theorem 3.2 we now obtain p( B) ~ 

E:= I f3j. 
We next prove the equality case. 
(j) => (ii). Let D be the matrix defined above. Since liD - I BDII", = 

p(B) = E:=, f3j, then, by Theorem 3.2, we have that D-IYjMjXjD = f3jMj. 
(ii) 0:=> (iij) by the corresponding eqUivalence in Theorem 3.2. 
(iii) => (j). If (iii) holds, then clearly p(E: = I Yj Mj X) = p(E: = I f3j MJ 

Since E: = I f3j Mj is a generalized doubly stochastic matrix with row sums 
E:= I f3j, we have that p(E:= I f3; M) = E:= I f3;, proving our claim. • 

Theorem 3.11 generalizes [6, Theorem 2.1] by discussing sums of matri
ces diagonally equivalent to doubly stochastic matrices rather than a single 
such matrix. Also, the equality cases are characterized for general zero 
patterns rather than the two specific types mentioned in [6]. We further 
comment that (3.12) generalizes the result in (7) of Theorem 4 of [1] in the 
case that the matrix A in Theorem 4 of [1] is assumed to be doubly 
stochastic. Note that (3.12) applies to the sum of diagonal eqUivalencies of 
several doubly stochastic matrices, while the result in [1] permits only the 
sum of diagonal equivalences of a Single doubly stochastic matrix. 

The following result is related to Theorem 3.11 and follows frolll it. 

3.13. THEOREM. Let M), ... , M, be doubly stochastic Il X II I/Iatrices, 

and let Yj alld Xj be positive diagonal matrices, where f3j = V det( Y; X;) , 
i = 1, ... , t. Then 

t t 

E p(YjMjXj) ~ E f3j. (3.14) 
;= 1 j= 1 

Furthemwre, the following are eqUivalent: 
(j) We have E: = I p(Yj Mj X) = E: = I f3j. 

(ij) For every i, i E {l, ... , t}, we have p(Yj M; X) = f3j. 
(iii) For every i, i E {l, ... ,t}, there exists a positive diagonal matrix D j 

such that we have Yj M; Xj = f3j D j M j Dj- , . 

Proof. In view of 0.3) we have p(Y; Mj X) ~ f3j, i = 1, ... , t, implying 
(3.14). Also, the eqUivalence of (j) and (ii) follows. The equivalence of (ij) and 
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(iii) follows from the equivalence of (j) and (jj) in Theorem 3.11, when 
applied to a single matrix. • 

It should be mentioned that the inequalities (3.12) and (3.14) are inde
pendent; that is, there is no simple inequality relating pO:: ~ 1 Yj M j X) to 
[:~ I p(Yj Mj Xj). For example, let 

and 

Note that 

(
1/2 

M2 = 1/2 
1/2) 
1/2 . 

is the minimum of p([; _ 1 Yj Mj X) and of [~= I p( Y).1 j X), where 
det(YI XI) = det(Y2 X2 ) = 1, as is asserted by Theorems 3.11 and 3.13. Now, 
for the matrices 

and 

0)(1/2 
2 1/2 

we have 

while if we replace B2 by 

we obtain 

1/2)(1/2 
1/2 0 

0) = (1/8 
2 1/2 

1/2) 
2 ' 

1/2) 
o ' 
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This example also demonstrates that, in general, equality in (3.14) does not 
imply equality in (3.12). Note that in the converse direction it follows by 
Theorems 3.11 and 3.13 that equality in (3.12) does imply equality in (3.14). 

Using Theorem 3.11, we can now prove Theorem 3.2 for a wider class of 
norms. 

3.15. THEOREM. Let 11·11 be a submultiplicative norm on e"n. Let 
MI , ... , Mt be doubly stochastic n X n matrices, and let Yj and Xj be 

positive diagonal matrices, where f3j = 'Vdet(Yj XJ ' i = 1, ... , t. Then 

(3.16) 

Proof· By Lemma 2.9.iii we have that liE: ~ I Yj Mj Xj II ;;;. p(E~ ~ I Yj M j Xj). 
By Theorem 3.11 we have that p(E:~ I Yj MjX;) ;;;. E:~ I f3j, and our assertion 
follows. • 

To consider the equality case in Theorem 3.15 we need in addition 
pennutation invariance and unitality requirement on the norm. 

3.17. NOTATION. Let B be an n X n matrix and let a and f3 be 
nonempty subsets of {l, ... , n}. We denote by B[ a I f3] the submatrix of A 
whose rows are indexed by a and whose columns are indexed by f3 in their 
natural order. We denote by f3 [a] the principal su bmatrix B[ a I a]. 

The following is an immediate consequence of Perron-Frobenius. 

3.18. LEMMA. Let A be a doubly stochastic matrix and let D be a 
positive diagonal matrix. Then D-JAD is row stochastic or column stochastic 
if and only if D -lAD = A. 

Proof. The "if' direction is trivial. Conversely, without loss of generality 
we can assume that D-JAD is row stochastic (otherwise consider its trans
pose DATD- J). Then D-IADe = e and hence ADe = De. As doubly 
stochastic matrices are completely reducible, let a l , ... , ak be the subsets of 
{l, ... , n} that index the components Qf the completely reducible matrix A. 
Then 
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(3.19) 

Obser.'e that e[ a j 1 is a positive eigenvector, corresponding to the Perron root 
1 of the row stochastic matrix A[ a j ]. By the Perron-Frobenius theory, the 
irreducible matrix A[ a j ] has a unique (up to scalar multiple) positive 
eigenvector, and so it follows from (3.19) that the submatrix D[ a j ] is a scalar 
matrix, i = I , ... , k. Since D-IAD = E!l;E{l ..... k} D[aj J- 1A[a;lD[aj l, we 
have that D - 1AD = A. • 

3.20. THEOREM. Let II ·11 be a sub multiplicative pernwtation invariant 
unital nonn on c"n. Let M I , ... , M, be doubly stochastic n X n matrices, 

and let Yj and Xj be positive diagonal matrices with f3j = V det( Yj Xj) , 
i = 1, ... , t . The follOWing are equivalent: 

(j) We have IIE: ~ I YjMjX;1I = E:~l f3j . 
(ji) For every i, i E {I, ... , t}, we have that Yj Mj X, = f3j Mj, 

(iii) We have E:~I YjMjXj = E: ~ l f3jMj , 

Proof. (j) = (iii). By Lemma 2.9.iii and Theorem 3.11 we have that 
liE: ~ I Yj M; Xj II ;;;. p(E: ~ 1 Yj Mj X) ;;;. E: = I 13;. In view of (i) we now have 
p(E: = I l'i AI; X) = E: = I f3i and it follows from Theorem 3.11 that there 
exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that E: ~ I Yj M j XI = 

D(E: ~ 1 13; M)D-I, Denote by B the matrix E: = I f3j M;, and assume that 
DBD- I =1= B. Since B is a generalized doubly stochastic matrix, by Lemma 
3.18, the matrix DBD - 1 is neither row stochastic nor column stochastic. By 
Theorem 1 in [51, there exists a permutation matrix P such that E: ~ I f3j is 

lIot an eigenvalue of PDBD - 1. We have PDBD- I = PDpTpBD- I , and so 

since PDpT is a diagonal matrix and since det(PDpTD- 1
) , it follows from 

Theorem 3.11 that 

t 

p(PDBD- I ) ;;;. E f3j. (3.21) 
i= 1 

Therefore, as p( PDBD - I) is an eigenvalue of the nonnegative matrix 
PDBD- I, it follows from (3.21) that p(PDBD- 1

) > E:=I f3j . As our nonn is 
permutation invariant, we now have that 

t 

= p(PDBD- I ) > E f3j , 
i= 1 
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in contradiction to (i). Therefore, our assumption that DBD- I "* B is f~llse 
and our claim follows. 

(ij) - (Hi) by Theorem 3.2. 
(iij) == (i). Since E:= I f3j M j is a generalized doubly stochastic matrix with 

row sums E:= I f3j, the implication follows by Observation 2.12.v. • 

4. DIAGONAL EQUIVALENCE OF NONNEGATIVE MATRICES 

While in the previous section we discussed lower bounds for norms and 
spectral radius of matrices that are sums of matrices diagonally equivalent to 
doubly stochastic matrices, in this section we discuss those bounds for 
matrices that lie in certain classes of sums of diagonal equivalence of 
nonnegative matrices. 

4.1. DEFINITION . Let AI' .. . ' At be n X n matrices. We define the 
restricted diagonal equivalence class R(A/, ... , At) by 

( E Yj Aj X j : Yj , Xi are positive diagonal matrices 
i= 1 

,at;'l)ing det( Yo X,) ~ I, , E (l , . .. , /) }. 

4.2. DEFINITION. Let A be an n X n matrix. 
(i) A (generalized) diagonal in A is a set of n positions in A, such that 

every two positions are neither in the same row nor in the same column. A 
diagonal in A is said to be strictly nonzero if all elements of A that lie on 
that diagonal are nonzero. 

(ij) A cycle in A is a set of n pOSitions (;/' i 2),(i 2, i3)' · ·· ' (ii' i l + I)' 
where iI' .. . , it are distinct and it + I = ;1. A cycle in A is said to be strictly 
nonzero if all elements of A that lie on that cycle are nonzero. 

4.3. NOTATION. Let A be an n X II matrix. We denote by A# the 
matrix obtained from A by setting equal to 0 all elements that do not lie on a 
strictly nonzero diagonal. 
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4.4. EXAMPLE. Let 

1 
o 
o 
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A has two nonzero diagonals; one consists of the elements in the positions 
(1,2), (2, 1), and (3,3) and another one consists of the elements in the 
positions (1,2), (2, 3), and (3, 1). Hence 

1 
o 
o 

4.5. REMARK. Let A be a nonnegative n X n matrix. It is an immedi
ate consequence of well-known results that R( A #) contains a unique general
ized doubly stochastic matrix, e.g., [12]. 

4.6. THEOREM. Let 11·11 be a submultiplicative permutation invariant 
unital norm on cnn

, and let AI" ' " At be nonnegative n X n matrices. Then 

t 

inf{IICII:C E R(A I ,· •• , At)} = E f3" 
i= I 

where f3j is the row (and column) sum of the (uniq!le) gelleralized doubly 
stochastic matrix Al j in R( An, i E {l, ... , t}. 

Proof. Let rj and Xj be positive diagonal matrices satisfying 
det( Yj X) = 1, i E {l, ... , t}. By Lemma 2.9.iii we have that 

By the Perron-Frobenius spectral theory for nonnegative matrices we have 
that pU::= I Yj Aj Xj) ~ PO::: = I Yj AfXj) and, since R( An contains the gen
eralized doubly stochastic matrix Mj , it follows from Theorem 3.11 that 
PU::=l r j Afx) ~ L: =I f3,. Hence, 
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proving that 

t 

inf{IICII:C E R(A l ,···, At)} ~ L f3j. ( 4.7) 
i= 1 

We now consider the case of equality in (4.7). Let i E {l, ... , t}. We 
distinguish between two cases: 

(j) A1 = 0: In this case Aj has no strictly nonzero diagonal. By the 
Frobenius-Konig theorem [7; 11, Theorem 1.7.1, p. 97], there exist subsets a 
and I' of {l, ... , TI} satisfying I al + II'I = m ~ n + 1, such that AJ a I 1'] = 
O. Obviously, we have m ~ 2n. If 111 = 2n then Aj = 0 and there is nothing 
to prove. So, we may assume that m < 2n. Let e be a positive number, and 
let Y/ and X;' be the positive diagonal matrices with diagonal elements 

jEa 

{ 

1 

(Xn jj = e' 
e rll / (2n-rIl), 

jE'Y 

Observe that det(Yj f Xn = 1. Also, for the matrix C = Yj fA j X;' we have that 
C[a I 1'] = 0, C[a I 'Y C ] = e(2m-2n)/ (2n-tn)A

i
[a I 'Y G ] , CraG I 1'] = 

e(2m-2n)/(2n-m) AJaG I 1'], and craG I 'Y G ] = e 2r1l /(2m-rIl)AJa c I 'Y c ]. 

Therefore, we have lim f ~ o(Yi fAi Xt) = O. Since in this case Mj = 0, we 
have 

lim (YjfAjXn = Mj • 

...... 0 
( 4.8) 

(ii) Af "* 0: In this case Aj has a strictly nonzero diagonal. Let P be the 
pennutation matrix such that PAj has a positive main diagonal, and let Q be 
the pennutation matrix such that E = QPA;QT is in Frobenius nonnal form. 
Since every strictly nonzero diagonal of Aj permutes to a strictly nonzero 
diagonal of E, it follows that E# = QPA1QT. Since E is a completely 
reducible matrix with positive diagonal elements, it follows that every nonzero 
element in a component Ejj of E lies on a strictly nonzero diagonal in E. 
Also, obviously every nonzero element in an off-diagonal block of E does not 
lie on a strictly nonzero diagonal in E. Therefore, we have that E# = EI3 En' 
Let Yj and Xj be positive diagonal matrices with diagonal blocks (Y)jj and 
(Xj)jj' respectively, such that det(YjX) = 1 and YjE#Xj is the (unique) 
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generalized doubly stochastic matrix i~ R(E#). Let € be a positive number, 
and let Y/ and Xj' be the positive diagonal matrices defined by 

X'= tTl. j-I(X) 
j Q7 € j jj' 

j 

Then det(Y/Xn = 1. Also, observe that while the diagonal blocks of Y/EXt 
are OJjj E j} X)jj' the off-diagonal blocks approach 0 as € -+ O. Therefore, 
Y/EX j' approaches the generalized doubly stochastic matrix Yj E# Xj as € -+ O. 
Note that 

Let Y; and if.; be the diagonal matrices pTQTYjQP and QTXjQ respectively. 
~ince _ Yj E# Xj is generalized doubly stochastic, it f~ll~ws from (4.9) that 
Yj Af Xj is generalized doubly stochastic and, as det(Yj X) = det(Yj X) = 1, 
the product Y; Af Xj is equal to the unique generalized doubly stochastic 
matrix M j in R( An. Therefore, it follows from (4.9) that 

lim (YjEEXn = QPM j • 

E-->O 

( 4.10) 

Note that 

Let Y;' and Xj' be the <;!iagonal matrices pTQTY/QP and QTXj'Q respec
tively. Observe that det(Y/Xn = 1. By (4.10) and (4.11) we have 

lim (YjEAjXiE) = Mj • 

E-->O 
( 4.12) 

It follows from (4.8) and (4.12) that the generalized doubly stochastic matrix 
M = E:~ I M j is on the boundary of R( A J, . ", At). Since the row (and 
column) sums of M are all equal to E:~ I f3i' if follows by Observation 2.12.v 
that IIMII = E:~ I f3j. In view of(4.7), our claim follows. • 

4.13. THEOREM. Let AI"'" At be nonnegative II X II //Iatrices. Then 

t 

inf{p(C):CER(AJ, ... ,At )} = L f3j' 
j=1 
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where f3j is the row (and column) sum of the (unique) generalized doubly 
stochastic matrix M j in R(Af), i E {l, ... , t}. 

Proof. By the Perron-Frobenius theorem we have that 

inf{ p(C) : C E R( AI' . . . ' At)} ;,. inf{ p(C) : C E R( At ,· . · , An}, 

and, by Theorem 3.11, we have that inf{ p(C) : C E R( At, ... , A1)} ;,. 
L:~I f3j. Since the generalized doubly stochastic matrix L:~I Mj belongs to 
R(Af, ... , An and, as is proven in the proof of Theorem 4.6, is on the 
boundary of R( AI ' . . . , At), the proof is now done. • 

As a corollary of Theorem 4.13 we obtain 

4.14. COROLLARY. Let AI' .. " At be nonnegative n X n matrices and 
let PI' ... ' Pt and QI' ... ' Qt be n X n permutation matrices. Then 

Proof. Let i E {l, ... , t} and let M; and M; be the (unique) general
ized doubly stochastic matrices in R( Af) and R«Pj A;Q)#) respectively. 
Since for all diagonal matrices Y and X we have that P(YAj X)Q = 
Y(Pj AjQJX, where Yand X are the diagonal matrices PjYP/ and Q;XQj , 
respectively, it follows that Mj is equal to the generalized doubly stochastic 
matrix PMjQ. Our claim now follows by Theorem 4.13. • 

4.15. REMARK. Note that since the spectral radius is invariant under 
diagonal Similarity, where the spectral radius is concerned not much is gained 
by considering a diagonal equivalence Y AX rather than a diagonal scaling 
AX. However, the diagonal eqUivalence approach is essential for the norm 
results. We demonstrate this observation by the matrices 

and o 1 o . 
l i E 
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We have that p( AX) = v'2E, and so we can make p( .-LX) as small as we 
wish. However, we cannot make II AX II small, since some element of AX is 
greater than or equal to 1. One does need a diagonal equivalence to reduce 
the norm of A, as is done in the proof of Theorem 4.6. 

We now characterize the case in which the infimum in Theorem 4.6 is 
attained. We begin by stating the following lemma, which constitutes a 
theorem of Brualdi [3] (cf. also Theorem 3.2.5 in [4, p. 56]), and for which we 
provide here a simple different proof for the sake of completeness. 

4.16. LEMMA. Let A be an n X n nwtrix. There exist permutation 
nwtrices P and Q such that PAQ is irreducible if and only if A has at least one 
non;:;ero element in each row and in each column. 

Proof. The "only if' is immediate. Conversely, let t be the maximal 
number of nonzero elements of A, such that no two positions belong to the 
same row or same column. There exist permutation matrices P and Q such 
that PAQ has nonzero elements in pOSitions 0,2), (2, 3), ... , (t - 1, t), (t, 1). 
Let ex = {l, ... , t}. Because of the maximality of t it follows that A[ ex C] = 0 
and hence every column of A[ ex I ex C] and every row of A[ ex C I ex] has a 
nonzero element. It follows that for every k, t < k ~ n, there exist i, j E 

{l, ... , n} such that U, k) and (k, j) are arcs in the digraph of PAQ. Since the 
digraph of PAQ[ ex] contains a full cycle, it follows that the digraph of PAQ is 
strongly connected and hence PAQ is irreducible. • 

4.17. REMARK. In the statement of Lemma 4.16 we asserted the 
existence of permutation matrices P and Q such that PAQ is irreducible, 
while in [3] it is stated that there exists a permutation matrix such that AQ is 
irreducible. These statements are equivalent as PAQ is irreducible if and only 
if pT(PAQ)P = AQP is irreducible. 

4.18. THEOREM. Let 11·11 be a sub multiplicative pemllltation invariant 
unital norm on en", let AI"'" At be nonnegative n X n matrices, and let f3j 
be the row (and columll) sum of the (unique) generali;:;ed doubly stochastic 
matrix AI; in R( An, i E {l, ... , t}. Then the followillg are equivalellt. 

(j) There exists a matrix e ill R( AI' ... , At)} for which lie II = E: = 1 f3j. 
(ii) We have Aj = A1 for all i E {l, ... , t}. 

Proof. (j) = (jj). Let e = E:= 1 Yj Aj Xj be a matrix satisfying lIell = 

E:= 1 f3j, where Yj and Xj are positive diagonal matrices such that 
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det(Yj X) = 1, i = 1, ... , t. Assume that for some j E {I, ... , t} we have that 

Aj *" A1- We distinguish between two cases: 
(j) A1 = 0 for all i E {I, ... ,t}: Since Aj *" 0, we choose P and Q to 

be permutation matrices such that PAjQ has a positive diagonal element. It 
follows that 

I 

p(PCQ) > 0 = E {3j. ( 4.19) 
j= I 

GO A1 *" 0 for some i E {l, "', t}: Here, the matrix Aj has a strictly 
nonzero diagonal and so, by Lemma 4.16, there exist permutation matrices P 
and Q such that PAjQ is irreducible. It follows that PCQ is an irreducible 
matrix. Since Aj "* A1 it follows from the Perron-Frobenius theorem that 

( 4.20) 

Note that A1 = Y; Mj Xj for some positive diagonal matrices Y; and Xj 
satisfying that det(Y; X) = 1. Thus we have PYj A1xj Q = Yj(PMjQ)Xj, where 

Y; and Xj are the positive diagonal matrices PY;l'jpT and QTXjXjQ, respec

tively, satisfying that det(Yj Xj) = 1. Since PM j Q is a generalized doubly 
stochastic matrix that has the same line sums as Mj, it now follows by 
Theorem 3.11 that 

and so, by (4.20), we obtain that 

I 

p(PCQ) > E (3j . (4.21) 
i= I 

Since II . II is a permutationally invariant norm, it now follows by Lemma 2.9.iii 
that 

IICII = IIPCQII ~ p( PCQ), 

and so, in view 0[(4.19) and (4.21), we have a contradiction to IICII = E:= I {3j. 
(ii) = (j). For every i E {I, ... , t}, let Yi and Xj be positive diagonal 

matrices such that det(Yj Xi) = 1 and Yj Aj Xj = Mj. By Theorem 3.2, the 
matrix C = E:=l YjAjXj = E:=l Mi satisfies IICII = E:=l {3j. • 
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In order to characterize the case in which the infimum in Theorem 4.13 is 
attained, we introduce some further notation. 

4.22. NOTATION. Let A be an n X n matrix. We denote by AS the 
matrix obtained from A by setting equal to 0 all elements that do not lie on a 
strictly nonzero cycle. 

4.23. EXAMPLE. Let A be the matrix of Example 4.4. The strictly 
nonzero cycles in A are (1,2), (1,3), (1,2,3), and (3). Since eve7 nonzero 
element of A lies on at least one of these cycles, it follows that A = A. 

4.24. COMMENT. (i) Let A be an n X n matrix and let P be a 
pennutation matrix such that C = PApT is in Forbenius nonnal fonn. It is 
easy to verify that C S = PASpT is the matrix obtained from C by setting 
equal to 0 all the off-diagonal blocks. It thus follows that for all diagonal 
matrices Yand X, the matrices YAX and YAsX share the same spectrum. 

Gi) Let A be an n X n matrix. It follows from Notation 4.3 and 4.22 that 
AS ~ A#. 

(iii) It is easy to verify that the matrices AS and A # are completely 
reducible. 

4.25. PROPOSITION. Let A and B be completely reducible nonnegative 
n X n matrices satisfying B ~ A, and assume that all components of A share 
the same spectral radius. Then p( B) = p( A) if and only if B = A. 

Proof. Obviously, all we have to prove is that if all components of A 
share the same spectral radius and if p( B) = p( A), then B = A. Partition A 
confonnably with the Frobenius normal form of B. Observe that every 
component (B)ii of B corresponds to a direct sum (A)ii of components of 
A. Since all components of A share the same spectral radius and since 
p( B) = p( A), it follows that 

p( B)ii) ,.;; p( B) = p( A) = p( A)jj). ( 4.26) 

Since (B)jj ~ (A)ii and since (B)ij is irreducible, we deduce from the 
Perron-Frobenius spectral theory for nonnegative matrices that 

p(BL) ~ P(A)ii)' whereequaiityholdsifandonlyif(B)ii = (A)ii' 

( 4.27) 

It now follows from (4.26) and (4.27) that (B)ii = (A)ii' and hence B = A . 

• 
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4.28. THEOREM . Let AI' ... ' A, be nonnegative n X n matrices (lll(liet 
f3j be the row (and column) sum of the (unique) generalized dollbly 
stochastic matrix Mi in R( An, i E {l, ... , t}. Then the followillg are 
equivalent. 

(0 There exists a matrix C in R(A I , ••• , A,)} for which p(C) = E: ~ I f3j. 

(ii) We have 0:::= I AY = t:~ I A~ and A~ = Af for all i E {J, ... , t}. 

Proof. (i) => (iO. Let C = t: = 1 Yj A j Xj be a matrix satisfying p( C) = 
t:~ 1 f3j, where Yj and Xj are positive diagonal matrices such that 
det(YjX) = 1, i = 1, ... , t. Since 

I I 

C ~ C S ~ L YjA~Xj ~ L YjAfXj , ( 4.29) 
i=) i~) 

it folIows by the Perron- Frobenius theorem that 

( 4.30) 

Note that Af = Y; Mj Xj for some positive diagonal matrices Y; and Xj 
-- # - - -satisfying det(YjX) = 1. Thus, we have that Yj Aj Xj = YjMjXj , where Yj and 

Xj ar_e !he positive diagonal matrices Yj Yj and Xj Xj respectively, satisfying 
det(Yj X) = 1. It now follows by Theorem 3.11 that 

( 4.31) 

Since p(C) = E:= 1 f3j, it now implies by (4.30) and (4.31) that 

( 4.32) 

and 

( 4.33) 

By Theorem 3.11, the equality (4.33) yields that for every i E {l, ... , t}, 
Yj Af Xi is diagonally similar to the generalized doubly stochastic matrix Mi. 
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Hence all components of Yj A1 Xj share the same spectral radius {3j. In view 
of (4.29) and since the matrices CS, E:=l YjA~Xj, and E: ~ l Yj A1Xj are 
completely reducible, it follows from (4.32) by Proposition 4.25 that C S = 

E: =l YjA~Xj = E: =l Yj A1Xj, which clearly implies (in. 
(in = (i). For every i E {l, ... , t} let Yj and Xj be positive diagonal 

matrices such that det(Yj X) = 1 and Yj A1 Xj = lIfj. We now see that 

By Theorem (3.11), it now follows that p(E:= I Yj AjX) = E:= 1 (3j. • 

In view of Theorems 4.18 and 4.28 it would be interesting to ch~ck the 
relations between the equality cases AS = AN and AN = A. By Comment 
4.24.ii, the equality AN = A implies that AS = AN. However, the converse is, 
in general, false , as is demonstrated by the following example. 

4.34. EXAMPLE . Let 

A=(~ ~). 

Since A has no strictly nonzero cycle, it follows that AS = AN = (~ ~) 
and so, while AS = AN, we have that AN =F A. 

The authors are grateflll to Professor Hans Weinberger for his comments, 
which have helped to improve the paper. 
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